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MGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, June 02, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWN5 571 ¼  +23 ¼  5,056 32335 -211 Basis MWN: +65 +70 +155/+170 +400 

MWU5 580 ¼  +22 ¼  2,654 14907 +108 Info:  singles singles singles singles 

MWZ5 594 ½  +23 1,592 14119 +81 Change: up 15/dn 5 unch/dn 10 unch/dn 2 up 50/unch 

MWH6 608 ¼  +23 ¾  697 6430 -66 Mpls Truck:  -25 +25 +50 

MWK6 617 ½  +24 494 1453 -4 Portland June-MWN July-MWN Aug-MWU Sep-MWU 

MWN6 625 ½  +26 ¼  366 504 +27 14%proBasis  +175/+220 +140/+190 +110/+150 +100/+140 

Totals:   10,860 69,895 +67  unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch unch/up 10 

Cash Exchanges: 834 Options: 51 

Receipts on the Floor:   
59 cars and 0 trains 

Implied vols: up 1% 
N & U: 27.5% Z: 24.5% 

Spot basis was mixed. PNW remains quiet with little exporter 
interest and only a modest pickup in farmer selling. There are 522 
outstanding warehouse receipts from MWK deliveries.  

Commentary: 
Wheat surged higher again on follow-through fund buying with limited producer selling to stem the tide. 
The US dollar was sharply lower as the euro rallied over 2% on a supportive EU inflation report and 
renewed optimism of a resolution to the Greek debt crisis.  Wheat, corn, and soybean futures all rallied 
as funds quickly went into short-covering mode.  WN5 closed above both its 50-day and 100-day 
moving averages as the historically large managed futures short position runs for the exit. We expected 
funds to stop selling as we went into a roll month, but such aggressive outright profit-taking is a 
surprise. Active short-covering this week is looking for offers and is just a week or two early to trade 
against the liquidity of farmer selling off of the combine. Strong resistance is noted at 525-530 on WN5 
and we expect that this short-covering rally is a selling opportunity ahead of US winter wheat harvest. 
However, should continued weakness in the USD prompt larger and more thorough exiting of the fund 
short position, it would be prudent to remember that the size of the fund short rivals the size of the 
entire SRW crop. This is not the case in KC, and we suspect that despite today’s pop, KW-W prices will 
compress in either a rallying or breaking market as HRW harvest pressure far outweighs fund short-
covering.  
 
The southern plains are finally enjoying a respite from the rains, allowing ripe wheat to dry out for 
harvest. Sunny weather and 85-90F temperatures are forecasted all week in TX/OK with a few chances 
of thunderstorm activity into KS. Test cutting is underway in TX but widespread harvest activity in 
TX/OK is not expected to start until this weekend at the earliest.  
 
The forecasted rains for the Canadian prairies were disappointing as the system dissipated within 50-
100 miles of the US/Canadian border, leaving only far southern areas benefitting. A much larger area is 
in moisture deficit and bears monitoring. It is unlikely that there is any yield stress yet but it is 
concerning that the warm/dry pattern is holding. We advised covering short MW intermarket positions 
today around 55 in MN-WN.  
 
Day one of the DB roll saw SRW calendar spreads generally firm across the curve. The DB roll typically 
inflates SRW carries out to red July and provides a liquidity opportunity for the commercial trade to lock 
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in carrying charges on new crop. The persistent fund short in the front-end of the wheat market and the 
lack of this liquidity opportunity that the trade has become accustomed to should alter the tone of SRW 
spreads going forward, ultimately supporting U-forward calendar spreads. The KC roll out to N6 
weakened calendar spreads fairly evenly and we note that the Z5-K6 portion of the curve in KC is into 
value for bullspreading at 75+% of storage. There was also a MW roll from N5 to N6 which was more 
than expected and 366 MWN6 traded all day. Although MW futures are not held in the main ETFs there 
is a suite of closed ETN products that have MW futures, although the investment levels are not public 
like they are for the ETFs. MW N/U rallied and traded to the highest level in over a month, touching -9 
late. U/Z weakened, and Z/H trade was mixed. H/K traded around -9 and K/N around -8. We like buying 
H/K around 10 carry as a cheap call against the possibility of sustained dryness in Canada. Nearby 
stocks and weak basis should limit upside in the front N-U spread.    
 
–Austin Damiani 


